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Abstract
A (t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme allows t or more proxy signers out
of a designated group of n proxy signers to sign messages on behalf of an original
signer. Recently, Hwang et al. proposed a new (t, n) threshold proxy signature
scheme based on the RSA cryptosystem. In this paper, we show that their scheme
is insecure against the original signer’s forgery and the general forgery.
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1

Introduction

Digital signature scheme [1][2][4][5] is an important research topic in cryptography. An
ordinary digital signature scheme allows a signer to create signatures of documents and the
generated signatures can be verified by any person. A digital signature scheme provides
authenticity and non-repudiation of the signed message which are important properties
required in e-commerce. A proxy signature scheme [6][7], a variation of ordinary digital
signature scheme, enables a proxy signer to sign messages on behalf of the original signer.
Proxy signature schemes have been shown to be useful in many applications. For example,
a manager can delegate his secretaries to sign documents while he is on vacation. In
general, there are three different types of delegation: full delegation, partial delegation,
and delegation by warrant. In full delegation, the original signer gives his secret key to
the proxy signer directly. The proxy signer uses the key to create signatures of documents
which are the same as those created by the original signer. Therefore, full delegation is
not practical because proxy signatures issued by the original signer and by the proxy
signer are indistinguishable. In partial delegation, the proxy signature signing key is
∗
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generated by the proxy signer with the help of the original signer. Only the proxy
signer can know the proxy signature signing key which can be used to generate valid
proxy signatures; even the original signer can not. However, this approach suffers from
the disadvantage that the proxy signature signing key is transferable. In delegation
by warrant, the original signer signs a warrant which describes the relative rights and
information of the original signer and proxy signer such that a signature verifier can
use the warrant as a part of verification information. Usually, delegation by warrant
incurs more computational cost than the other two. In [8], Kim et al. proposed a proxy
signature scheme which is a partial delegation with warrant enjoying the computational
advantage over the proxy signature by warrant and the structure advantage over the proxy
signature for partial delegation. Since then, several variant schemes of proxy signature
have been proposed to achieve the varied specific requirements in a proxy signature
situation, e.g., threshold proxy signature[9][10], convertible proxy signature[11], timestamped proxy signatures[12], proxy multi-signature[13],...., etc. Among them, a (t, n)
threshold proxy signature scheme is a scheme which allows any t or more proxy signers
from a designated group of n proxy signers to cooperatively sign messages on behalf of the
original signer, while t-1 or less proxy signers cannot generate any valid proxy signatures.
A (t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme should provide good security properties as
follows:
• Proxy Protected Property: Only designated proxy signers can generate their partial
proxy signatures respectively. Even the original signer can not masquerade as any
proxy signer to generate a legal partial proxy signature, which is for generating
a legal proxy signature by combining t legal partial proxy signatures. This also
includes that the original signer can not forge a legal proxy signature directly, and
then claim that the proxy group generates the proxy signature. This property is
for protecting the authority of the proxy signers and the proxy group.
• Unforgeability Property: Only any t or more proxy signers from a designated group
of n proxy signers can create a valid proxy signature on behalf of the original signer.
Even the original signer can not generate a valid proxy signature due to the above
proxy protected property. Any t-1 or less proxy signers cannot generate a legal
proxy signature, either.
• Nonrepudiation Property: The proxy group and the corresponding proxy signers
can not repudiate the valid proxy signatures that they have ever created This is
due to the above unforgeability property.
Recently, Hwang et al. [3]proposed a new (t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme
based on the RSA cryptosystem using a simple Lagrange formula to share the proxy
signing key. They claimed that their (t, n) threshold proxy signature scheme satisfies
all proxy signature requirements. In this paper, we show that Hwang et al.’s threshold
proxy signature scheme is insecure against the original signer’s forgery. Furthermore, we
point out that their scheme is also insecure against a general forgery attack in which the
proxy signer can not exactly confirm the validity of the partial proxy signing key, and
the combiner can not exactly confirm the validity of the partial proxy signature.
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2

Review Hwang et al.’s Threshold Proxy Signature
Scheme

Hwang et al.’s threshold proxy signature scheme is based on the RSA cryptosystem.
There are three phases: the proxy sharing phase, the proxy signature issuing phase, and
the verification phase in their scheme.
Throughout this correspondence, we use P0 to denote the original signer and P1 ,P2 ,...,Pn
to denote the proxy signers. Ni is a public RSA modulus for every proxy signer Pi such
that Ni = pi × qi , where pi and qi are two large primes. Every proxy signer Pi has a
private key di and a corresponding public key ei , such that di × ei = 1 mod φ(Ni ), where
φ(Ni ) = (pi − 1)(qi − 1) is the Euler totient function of Ni . The parameter ei and Ni are
published as the proxy signer Pi0 ’s public key, and the parameter di and φ(Ni ) are kept
secret by the proxy signer Pi0 . In their scheme, there are three roles: the original signer,
the n proxy signers, and a combiner. In addition, the original signer constructs a warrant
mw that contains some important information including the validity period of the proxy
key, the identities of the proxy signers and the original signer,etc.
We briefly review the Hwang et al.’s scheme as follows:

2.1

The proxy sharing phase

In the proxy sharing phase, the original signer P0 delegates his signing power to n proxy
signers during a stipulated period. The original signer generates the proxy key according
to the following steps:
1. Proxy generation: The original signer P0 generates a pair of group proxy key
(D, E), where D is a group proxy signature key and E is a proxy verification
mw
w
key satisfying D = dm
0 mod φ(N0 ),and E = e0 mod φ(N0 ). Then, P0 publishes
{mw , E, (mw ||E)d0 mod N0 }.
2. Proxy sharing: The original signer P0 randomly chooses a1 , a2 , ..., at−1 to generate
a secret polynomial f of degree t − 1, as
f (x) = D +

t−1
X

ai xi mod φ(N0 ),

i=1

and computes the proxy signers’ partial proxy signing key, ki = f (i). Then he
securely sends his signature on ki , that is (ki d0 mod N0 ||ki )ei mod Ni , to the proxy
signer Pi , where i is the proxy signer’s identity.
3. Proxy share generation: Each proxy signer Pi decrypts (ki d0 mod N0 ||ki )ei mod Ni
with his decryption key di , and hence obtains {ki d0 mod N0 , ki }. Then each proxy
signer Pi confirms the validity of the partial proxy signing key ki by checking
whether the original signer’s signature verification equation: (ki d0 mod N0 )e0 mod
N0 = ki holds or not. If it holds, the proxy signer Pi believes that ki is correct and
valid.
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2.2

The proxy signature issuing phase

In the designated group, the group T of any t proxy signers want to sign a message M
on behalf of the original sign cooperatively. The proxy signature issuing steps are in the
following.
Each actual proxy signer Pi in group T signs M with his partial proxy signing key ki
in order to obtain his partial proxy signature si as follows:
Y
−j
si = M (Li ×ki ) mod N0 , where Li =
.
i
−
j
i,j∈T,j6=i
And then, each actual proxy signer sends {si di mod Ni , si } to the combiner. After receiving and verifying the partial proxy signature si using the proxy signer’s public key ei , the
combiner generates the proxy signature S on the message M as
Y
S=
si mod N0 (= M D mod N0 ).
i∈T

2.3

The verification phase

The receiver can obtain and confirm the proxy verification key E by using the original
signer’s public key and the published information {mw , E, (mw ||E)d0 mod N0 } in Step 1
of the Proxy Sharing Phase. And then, the receiver checks the validity of the proxy
signature S by computing S E mod N0 = (M D )E mod N0 = M and checking whether M
is meaningful or not.

3
3.1

Cryptanalysis
The original signer’s forgery

In this section, we show that Hwang et al.’s threshold proxy signature scheme is insecure
against the original signer’s forgery.
In Hwang et al.’s scheme, the warrant mw , the proxy signature key D, and the proxy
verification key E are constructed by the original signer itself. So, a dishonest original
0
signer can directly generate a valid proxy signature S on a selected message M, by
0
0
computing S = M D mod N0 , without other’s help. Thus, the forged proxy signature S
will pass the verificatin equation because
0

(S )E mod N0 = (M D )E mod N0
mw mw
mw
= M d0 e0 mod N0 = M (d0 ×e0 ) mod N0
= M,
where d0 × e0 = 1 mod φ(N0 ). The proxy signature S by the proxy group and the coun0
terfeit signature S by the dishonest original signer are indistinguishable. In the other
words, the original signer can forge a valid proxy signature easily, and thus Hwang et
al.’s scheme does not achieve the proxy-protected property and unforgeability property.
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3.2

The general forgery attack

In this section, we show that Hwang et al.’s threshold proxy signature scheme suffers
from a general forgery attack.
In Step 3 of the Proxy Sharing Phase, each proxy signer receives (ki d0 mod N0 ||ki )ei
mod Ni from the original signer, and then decrypts it in order to obtain ki d0 mod N0
and ki . Hwang et al. claimed that each proxy signer can confirm the validity of the
partial proxy signing key ki by checking whether the original signer’s signature verification
equation (ki d0 mod N0 )e0 mod N0 = ki holds or not. Unfortunately, an attacker can forge
it.
We describe this attack as follows:
When the original signer sends (ki d0 mod N0 ||ki )ei mod Ni to the proxy signer, a
0
0
villain can intercept and replace this information by (ki mod N0 ||Ki )ei mod Ni , where ki
0e
is a random number and Ki = ki 0 mod N0 , and then send it to the proxy signer. After
0
receiving the forged information, the proxy signer decrypts and obtains {ki mod N0 , Ki }.
And then, the proxy signer will confirm the partial proxy signing key Ki using the original
signer’s public key e0 because the following equation holds.
0

0

(ki mod N0 )e0 mod N0 = ki e0 mod N0 = Ki
The proxy signer will keep the wrong partial proxy signing key and sign an erroneous
partial proxy signature in the event.
Similarly, the proxy signer sends {si di mod Ni , si } to the combiner in Step 1 of the
Proxy Signature Issuing Phase. A villain can still forge the partial proxy signature by
0
0
0
{si mod Ni , Si } , where si is a random number and Si = si ei mod Ni , and then send it to
the combiner. The combiner is ignorant and hence generates a wrong proxy signature.
Note that these weaknesses come from that the primitive RSA signature scheme can
not provide authentication of a meaningless message, e.g., a random number. Usually.
this problem can be solved by one-way function. Hence, in Hwang et al.’s scheme, their
weaknesses can be fixed by modifying (ki d0 mod N0 ||ki )ei mod Ni to (h(ki )d0 mod N0 ||ki )ei
mod Ni , and modifying {si di mod Ni , si } to {h(si )di mod Ni , si }, where h() is an one-way
function.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we cryptanalyze the security of Hwang et al.’s threshold proxy signature
scheme. As our analysis, their scheme is insecure against the original signer’s forgery.
The original signer can create a valid proxy signature, while the proxy group can not
deny this proxy signature because the proxy signature satisfies the signature verification
equation. Thus Hwang et al.’s scheme does not achieve the proxy-protected property
and unforgeability property. Besides, their scheme is also insecure against the general
forgery attack. The proxy signer will keep the wrong partial proxy signing key and
generate the wrong partial proxy signature, and the combiner will receive wrong partial
proxy signatures and generate an erroneous proxy signature. Naturally, we can solve this
drawback by using hash function.
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